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Access
Strategies for encouraging lower ability students to
discuss themes and teaching points are given in
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starter and plenary suggestions in the Teacher's
Guide. Extra emphasis is given on helping lower
ability students with writing assignments.
Comprehensive coverage of the Framework objectives
and strategies. Offers suggestions for delivery of
activities from all 36 sections in the two student
books, including Speaking and Listening, and Drama.

Stretching Students' Vocabulary
Touching Spirit Bear
Educational Comment
Presents more than seventy strategies for building
third- through eighth-grade students' vocabularies
using sound, context, structure, and word
investigation, and includes reproducibles and related
Web addresses.

Leading the Parade!
Academic Vocabulary Level 3--Dividing It
All Up
Basic Skills, Geography
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery
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Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocketsized edition perfect for travelers to take along on
their own adventures. This special anniversary edition
includes a new introduction and commentary by
author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by
Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has
also been nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteenyear-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret
knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by
single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time
since the divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the
pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the
Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a
tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had
given him as a present. At first consumed by despair
and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how
to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish
and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even
finds the courage to start over from scratch when a
tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges
from his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a
greater understanding of himself and his parents.

Language Power: Grades 6-8 Level B
Teacher's Guide
Vocabulary Power Plus Book H
Hatchet
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Topics include plate tectonics, rock weathering, wave
energy, space travel and surface tension.

Books Out Loud
Maleeka suffers every day from the taunts of the
other kids in her class. If they're not getting at her
about her homemade clothes or her good grades, it's
about her dark, black skin. When a new teacher,
whose face is blotched with a startling white patch,
starts at their school, Maleeka can see there is bound
to be trouble for her too. But the new teacher's
attitude surprises Maleeka. Miss Saunders loves the
skin she's in. Can Maleeka learn to do the same?

A Long Way Gone
"Vocabulary Power Plus Levels Six through Eight
combine classroom-tested vocabulary drills with
reading exercises designed to prepare students for
both secondary school and the revised Scholastic
Assessment Test"--Introduction.

School Library Journal
A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz
(Prisoner B-3087), this timely -- and timeless -- novel
tells the powerful story of three different children
seeking refuge.

Vocabulary for Achievement
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when
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his bomber crashed into the sea during World War II,
spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before
being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as
a prisoner until the end of the war.

Understanding Psychology, Student
Edition
Teaching Reading, Thinking, Study Skills
in Content Classrooms
Ideal for students mastering a growing content-area
vocabulary in social studies, science, and
mathematics multisyllabic Greek- and Latin-based
words help students unlock the meanings of literally
thousands of words.

The House on Mango Street
Curriculum Development Library
Connect complex psychological concepts to real life
Understanding Psychology simplifies complex
psychological concepts for students. The program’s
philosophy is to make psychology relevant, fun,
interesting, and approachable. Understanding
Psychology is an interactive book with hands-on
activities, case studies, current issues, and readings
about the field of psychology.
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Succeeding in the World of Work
The Giver
Integrate academic vocabulary instruction into
content-area lessons with this engaging new resource
for Level 3, which provides teachers with 12 easy-toimplement strategies for teaching academic
vocabulary. Included are 25 step-by-step standardsbased lessons that each incorporate two vocabulary
strategies. Also included are activity pages and
assessments, an answer key, and a Teacher Resource
CD. This resource is correlated to the Common Core
State Standards. 176pp.

Reading Strategies for Elementary
Students With Learning Difficulties
This lesson integrates academic vocabulary
instruction into content-area lessons. Two easy-toimplement strategies for teaching academic
vocabulary are integrated within the step-by-step,
standards-based mathematics lesson.

Hands-On General Science Activities with
Real-Life Applications
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy
approaches the time when he will receive a life
assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads
him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who
reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
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The Skin I'm in
Australian Curriculum English
Academic Vocabulary 25 Content-Area
Lessons
In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching Spirit
Bear, author Ben Mikaelson delivers a powerful
coming-of-age story of a boy who must overcome the
effects that violence has had on his life. After severely
injuring Peter Driscal in an empty parking lot, mischiefmaker Cole Matthews is in major trouble. But instead
of jail time, Cole is given another option: attend Circle
Justice, an alternative program that sends juvenile
offenders to a remote Alaskan Island to focus on
changing their ways. Desperate to avoid prison, Cole
fakes humility and agrees to go. While there, Cole is
mauled by a mysterious white bear and left for dead.
Thoughts of his abusive parents, helpless Peter, and
his own anger cause him to examine his actions and
seek redemption—from the spirit bear that attacked
him, from his victims, and, most importantly, from
himself. Ben Mikaelsen paints a vivid picture of a
juvenile offender, examining the roots of his anger
without absolving him of responsibility for his actions,
and questioning a society in which angry people make
victims of their peers and communities. Touching
Spirit Bear is a poignant testimonial to the power of a
pain that can destroy, or lead to healing. A strong
choice for independent reading, sharing in the
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classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.

Vocabulary Expansion
Auggie Pullman, who was born with extreme facial
abnormalities, goes from being home-schooled to
entering fifth grade at a private middle school in
Manhattan, which entails enduring the taunting and
fear of his classmates.

Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots
Burgess offers a leadership framework which when
made operational enables teacher leaders to build
strong relationships around a common purpose which
is to grow as professionals.

Into Thin Air
Integrate academic vocabulary instruction into
content-area lessons with this engaging new resource
for Level 6, which provides teachers with 12 easy-toimplement strategies for teaching academic
vocabulary. Included are 25 step-by-step standardsbased lessons that each incorporate two vocabulary
strategies. Also included are activity pages and
assessments, an answer key, and a Teacher Resource
CD.

Refugee
A classic work of American literature that has not
stopped changing minds and lives since it burst onto
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the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a
ground-breaking meditation on war, memory,
imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men
of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat
Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and
the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour
in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the age
of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative
writing—it has become required reading for any
American and continues to challenge readers in their
perceptions of fact and fiction, war and peace,
courage and fear and longing. The Things They
Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre
Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it
was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Critics Circle Award.

Unbroken
The American Journey
When Jon Krakauer reached the summit of Mt. Everest
in the early afternoon of May 10,1996, he hadn't slept
in fifty-seven hours and was reeling from the brainaltering effects of oxygen depletion. As he turned to
begin the perilous descent from 29,028 feet (roughly
the cruising altitude of an Airbus jetliner), twenty
other climbers were still pushing doggedly to the top,
unaware that the sky had begun to roil with clouds
Into Thin Air is the definitive account of the deadliest
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season in the history of Everest by the acclaimed
Outside journalist and author of the bestselling Into
the Wild. Taking the reader step by step from
Katmandu to the mountain's deadly pinnacle,
Krakauer has his readers shaking on the edge of their
seat. Beyond the terrors of this account, however, he
also peers deeply into the myth of the world's tallest
mountain. What is is about Everest that has
compelled so many poeple--including himself--to
throw caution to the wind, ignore the concerns of
loved ones, and willingly subject themselves to such
risk, hardship, and expense? Written with emotional
clarity and supported by his unimpeachable reporting,
Krakauer's eyewitness account of what happened on
the roof of the world is a singular achievement. From
the Paperback edition.

Wonder
The Things They Carried
CALICO Journal
Glencoe Sci Earth Science Chapter 15
Atmosphere Chp Res 514 2002
Students learn the sources of hundreds of vocabulary
words with this new, multi-year program. Unlike many
programs that depend on rote memorization,
Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots incorporates a
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variety of techniques to teach students the skills they
need to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words,
while also expanding sight vocabulary.Vocabulary
from Latin and Greek Roots reinforces new words
through:a format that capitalizes on word
familiesassociative hooks and visuals to jog the
memorybuilding language-analysis skillsexercises
designed for maximum retentionMany vocabulary
programs are focused on preparing students for a test
from week to week, but Vocabulary from Latin and
Greek Roots teaches skills that they can use for a
lifetime.Teaches word analysis skills by focusing on
root words.Additional notes on word and phrase
histories build interestHumorous visual mnemonics
reinforce recall.Book Five is recommended for 11th
Grade.This is a student classroom edition. Tests and
Answer Keys are available through the publisher but
are only sold to schools and teachers.

World History
Vocabulary by Doing
In a heart-wrenching, candid autobiography, a human
rights activist offers a firsthand account of war from
the perspective of a former child soldier, detailing the
violent civil war that wracked his native Sierra Leone
and the government forces that transformed a gentle
young boy into a killer as a member of the army.
75,000 first printing.

Vocabulary from Classical Roots
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Curriculum Review
The bestselling coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by
critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in
schools and universities alike, and translated around
the world from the winner of the 2018 PEN/Nabokov
Award for Achievement in International Literature.
The House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of
Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up in
Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will
become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes
heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra
Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic story of childhood
and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have
touched so many readers.

Academic Vocabulary: 25 Content-Area
Lessons Level 3
Packed with research-based strategies for use with
RTI, this resource covers brain-compatible reading
instruction for students with learning disabilities or
reading difficulties.
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